T4 endonuclease V promotes the formation of multimeric DNA structures.
Electron microscopy of UV-irradiated circular DNA molecules which had been treated with T4 endonuclease V revealed the formation of multimeric DNA structures in addition to the expected conversion of the superhelical DNA molecules into nicked circular and linear forms. The multimeric DNA molecules could be distinguished in electron micrographs from catenated molecules which were present in the original DNA preparation by a combination of rotary and single angle heavy metal shadowing. The complexity and frequency of these structures increased with time of reaction with endonuclease V. Their formation, as well as the endonuclease activity of enzyme, was dependent on UV irradiation of the DNA, and the complexes could be disrupted by prior phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Preparations of endonuclease V estimated to be 98% pure by mass promoted the same complex formation between DNA molecules as did preparations estimated to be only 5-10% pure. In addition to these intermolecular structures, the formation of complexes between regions on the same DNA molecules was manifest as discrete double-stranded 'loops' 200-300 base pairs in length. DNA 'bubble structures' were also observed and may represent folding of the 'loops' onto adjacent segments of DNA. These results suggest that at least one active form of T4 endonuclease V may be a multimeric complex of enzyme molecules in association with DNA.